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REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION 

Grants.gov is pleased to announce that important new functionality to benefit both the grant community
and the Federal grant-making agencies has been included in system and software requirements for the
2006-06 Grants.gov Release, which were delivered to the production environment on September 21, 2006.
Some of the most significant enhancements included in this enhancement are summarized below.

1. Publish Applications: Check boxes will be changed to radio buttons: In the “Publish Applications”
page for grantors, check boxes were provided for selecting applications for modifying and deleting. But
only one could be selected at a time. Having check boxes (which allows multiple selections) was
misleading to the user. The page will be re-titled "Manage Opportunities" and checkboxes will be
removed and replaced with radio buttons.

2. Organization Report Enhancements (add username): The System will provide an extra field of "User
ID" on the Organization Report. If an agency user tries to query on the individual DUNS, the System will
display an error message to ask the user to use "Applicant Report". For Applicant Report, the System
will provide the capability for an agency user to query on an applicant by providing one of the following:
DUNS and Applicant User ID or Applicant User ID.

3. Grant Submission Enhancements: To provide the ability to research a Grant submission's status by
searching on Grant # (Search by Grant, similar to Applicant Report), a Submission Report left link will
now appear when a GrantsGovAdmin is logged in. The report will enable the user to enter a Grant
Tracking ID to view information about the submission.

4. Notification to AOR upon revocation of privileges: Currently when the eBiz POC revokes an AOR's
privilege, the system does not inform the AOR. The system will now inform applicants that their AOR
privilege has been revoked via an email containing a date/time stamp as specified in the requirements.

5. Provide precise error messages when an attempt to submit an application fails: The rejection email
template and invalid DUNS error message will be updated according to requirements.

6. XML Extract field size is not restricted to documented sizes: The lengths of the data in the XML
Extract will now conform to the lengths specified in the Grant Funding Opportunity Synopsis 
specification in the GrantFundingSynopsesExtract.pdf.
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